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Welcome to this edition of the
LCCI International Qualifications Newsletter – giving
you the latest news and support on all things LCCI related.
We encourage you to share this newsletter with all your tutors.
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Qualifications
update
Financial and Quantitative Teacher's Delivery Guides
It is important to us here at Pearson that we provide as much
advice and support as we can, to aid you in teaching the
content to the required standard.
To support centres and teachers further, we are putting
together a range of delivery guides to be used by teachers
when planning and delivering LCCI lessons.

Why use the Teacher's
Delivery Guides?
Subject experts have put together these documents with the
specific aim of helping you to plan and deliver great lessons.
The guides have been produced alongside the specifications. By
following the examples provided, you can be confident that your
lessons meet all the content requirements set out in the
specifications – ensuring your learners are well-prepared for
their exams.

What is in the Teacher's
Delivery Guides?
There will be a document for each of the new Financial and
Quantitative qualifications. These guides will contain Schemes
of Work, exam command words, further reading lists, advice on
delivery, information regarding preparing learners for external
exams and an IAS glossary. The full guides will also include
practice exercises and answers, so that you can test your
learners throughout the course and ensure they have retained
the knowledge and developed the skills necessary for success in
their assessments.

How do I use the Teacher's
Delivery Guides?
The extent to which you utilise the Teacher's Delivery Guides is
up to you.
You could:
take the Schemes of Work as a basis for your own lesson
planning and expand upon each lesson to develop your
own scheme of work.
reproduce the reading list and task your learners with
making presentations based on key chapters in the texts
from the books.
set small, mock tests using the practice exercises and
invite your learners to use the answers to mark each
other’s work.
Ultimately, the guides have been designed with you in mind and are there to support in a way
which works best for you.

Extracts are now available
We are releasing extracts of the Teacher’s Delivery Guides that include the Schemes of Work,
the reading list and the exam command words. Extracts are now available for the following
qualifications:
Pearson LCCI Level 2 Certificate in Cost Accounting
Pearson LCCI Level 3 Certificate in Cost and Management Accounting
Pearson LCCI Level 4 Certificate in Management Accounting
Pearson LCCI Level 4 Certificate in Organisational Behaviour and Performance.
The full Teacher's Delivery Guides will be available to download from our websites in early 2016.

Finance and Quantitative online panel
Do you have a view on the current LCCI Level 2 Certificate in
Business Calculations, Level 3 Certificate in Advanced Business
Calculations or Level 3 Award in Computerised Bookkeeping
qualifications? Do you want to be part of their potential
redevelopment?
We are enlisting panel members now to get your views on what
works with these qualifications; what could be improved; and
what is missing. Your views will be collated over the next few
weeks, with a view to engage with you again through the panel
in early 2016. We will aim to provide feedback on your
suggestions and share with you the proposed content for the
new qualifications as part of this panel.
To join the LCCI Finance and Quantitative online panel, please
click here and complete your details as required.
We look forward to working with you and hearing your views!

Training
update
LCCI Financial and Quantitative
Online Training event update
We recently held a series of free online events to help centres
understand the key changes made to the LCCI Financial and
Quantitative specifications and sample assessment materials.
The events were delivered by our subject experts with the aim
of engaging our LCCI centre managers, LCCI tutors and those
involved with the delivery of the qualifications.
The materials for these events are available on our website
for you to view and include the following materials:

Event
recording

Specification and Sample
Assessment Material

Slide deck of the
presentation

Product and
marketing
flyers

Assessment
objectives

Relevant documents
bespoke to the
qualification

From everyone here
at Pearson, we'd like
to take this opportunity
to wish you a Happy
New Year.
We look forward to
bringing you more
exciting developments
from LCCI in 2016!
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